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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life
is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant    A true
student gives a shout, and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher not discern-
ing that this is an objective circumstance goes after it and performs a lot of antics with it.    The
student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the vitals
which no doctoring can cure.    It is called the guest examines the host.”

Yesterday I was defeated by the heat, and I had to stop teisho about five minutes early.
We’ve passed the middle day of the sesshin, it’s now the fifth day, and it seems as if some people
are just getting more and more tired, but then there are other people who are finally finding their
energy.    But since you have gone to all the trouble to come here to practice during this dai-
sesshin I hope that everybody can find their energy, and cheer themselves up, and put forth their
best effort for this last part of the sesshin.

And as I was talking about yesterday, every single day we are meeting with something.
Those beings, those people who are manifesting their self as the present moment are living in the
world of the present moment.    All of us who are living together in this present moment are sib-
lings are brother and sisters, are colleagues.

And those people who are living in the past and the future are not your brothers and sis-
ters.    As I said yesterday the beings who are living in the future world are the fathers and the be-
ings who are living in the past world are the mothers.    

But there are probably some people who are thinking in their own logical way that since
mother and father are able to see us that they must be in the present as well.    All of you will
have times when you are manifesting your selves as mother or father, some of you are mothers
and fathers, and in the past, therefore, you were living in the world of the present.    But in Bud-
dhism we say that mothers and fathers do not live in the world of the present.    All of you when
you truly become a mother or a father then you will understand that mothers and fathers do not
live in the world of the present.    And oppositely when you are able to win for your self the expe-
rience of being either a mother or a father, then you will also understand clearly that mother and
father did live in the present.    

When we think of mother and father in terms of tatha-gata and tatha-agata, is the very
source of mother, and tatha-gata is the very source of father.    And when you seek for the source
of your self, the source of your self is also tatha-gata and tatha-agata, but it’s a different kind of
origin in the case of the self.    The self has received one tiny fraction, one tiny portion of tatha-
gata and tatha-agata, and has been born through receiving those.    I’ve talked about this many
times so probably most of you already understand it, but what I want you to understand here is
that the source of your self is tatha-gata and tatha-agata both, having received a small part of
both of these activities.

As far as mother and father go, mother and father have appeared because, in the case of
father tatha-gata has thrown a small part of itself away, has given a small part of itself away in
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order to give birth to the child, and mother has thrown a small part of her self away in order to
give birth  to the child,  and therefore tatha-gata  and tatha-agata  have appeared as father  and
mother.    So the source of father is tatha-gata.    And mother has tatha-agata as her source.    So
we see clearly that mother has as her very content tatha-agata activity, although the incomplete
tatha-agata activity, and father has as his content tatha-gata, thus going activity, although the in-
complete thus going activity.

In the old days people who were real practitioners really took this question seriously of
why mother and father (and child) are different, why man and woman are different.    And they
understood that without truly understanding the principle of this difference one couldn’t find
peace of mind, and through deeply considering this question Buddhism was born.    But nowa-
days science is very highly developed and people don’t think in Buddhism terms anymore.    But
up until now Buddhism thought and scientific thought have maintained a relationship that is not
in opposition to one another.    It is not the case that Buddhists are opposing scientific progress.

As I spoke about yesterday in the text when he talks about to “act with your whole body,”
that means that when the self is born past and future, mother and father are born simultaneously
to the self.    But then the intellectual clever ones among you will say, “No, Roshi that’s not right,
of course mother and father were around before the birth of the child.”    But according to Bud-
dhism the origin of the self and of mother and father are the same.    They all come from the same
origin which is Tathagata, tatha-gata and tatha-agata activity.    Therefore the conclusion that we
reach is that every single existent thing has as its origin the same origin.    There is only one ori-
gin.    That is why it is the origin.    That is the conclusion of Buddhism.

And as I said yesterday it would probably be better if the order of the text was reversed so
that first it was “acting with your whole body,” and then the next thing should be “sometimes in
response to a thing we manifest a form.”    That means that when you appear, together with the
appearance of the self heaven and earth (and this world) appear.    When the self disappears the
worlds of past and future also disappear.    Even if you talk about the future there is nothing weird
or mysterious about it, it’s your self, and even if you talk about the past there is nothing weird of
mysterious about it, it’s your self.    Zen practice is to see clearly in to this principle, to manifest
this principle, to truly view this principle.    

Human beings and birds and animals we can all hop and jump around, and it’s really fun
to hop and jump around, so that’s fine I guess, but there are times when one can no longer do this
hopping and jumping.    When he talks about acting with one’s whole body that means that when
you were born, when you appear, you appear together, simultaneously with everything, and when
you die you die together, simultaneously with everything, that is why you have to do practice for
five, ten, fifteen years in order to understand this.    

If you can really manifest this principle that when you appear you appear simultaneously
with everything, and when hide or die, you hide together, simultaneously with everything, then,
okay, you won’t have to do Zen practice anymore.     But everybody tells me, “I don’t under-
stand.”    If you are hanging around here and you don’t understand, well I guess that’s nothing to
worry about, but when this self that doesn’t understand bumps up against the activity of dying,
then it will really have to suffer.    

If you can really understand this principle that what the self is IS this continual repetition
of being born and dying over and over again, then when it is time for you to die or be born it will
as simple as dancing.

And Rinzai explains kindly to his disciples that are gathered there practicing with him in
more detail about what he means by to act with one’s whole body.    

Even if you use these words, “Act with your whole body,” the origin is only one.    All ex-
istent things are making the same thing their origin.    There are many different kinds (races) of
human beings, but all these different types (races) of human beings have the same origin.    Bud-
dhism says that whether it is a human being or an animal or a bird or a fish or a caterpillar or a
plant, they all have the same origin.    What he is saying is that what you need is a strong doubt
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about why is it that everything appears from this origin.    Having that doubt, DO ZAZEN.    
And people who are enlightened handed down this definition of what the condition of the

source is, and said it isn’t just one thing, it’s two things.    It’s two mutually opposing activities of
plus and minus, man and woman, tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    Of course enlightened people are
those people that we call Buddhas.    And if all of you can get enlightened then you can freely
manifest this activity of the condition of the origin.

The condition of the origin is comprised of these two mutually opposing activities of plus
and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, and these two mutually opposing activities are continually
working within the condition of the origin uniting and facing one another over and over again.
I’m very old as you know, and so I might not get a chance to talk about this subject again, so, if
you are the kind of person who really wants to learn zazen together with me I want you to really
listen carefully.    If you don’t have that passion (to do zazen) then I don’t care what you do. 

When we analyze this these two activities (in practice) we call the tatha-gata, thus going
activity, the male activity, the expanding activity the activity of the object.    And we are practic-
ing, as a temporary expedient means to practice, we call oppositely the contracting activity, the
dying, female, minus activity of tatha-agata, the subject.

If you have really practiced for six or seven years and you listen to this kind of talk there
is nothing more startling, nothing more amazing to you, but if you have just started your practice
then you probably have no idea what I’m talking about.    What you have to do is realize that you
are hearing a kind of a talk that you have never heard anyplace else before.

The thing that has these two mutually opposing activities of plus and minus, tatha-gata
and tatha-agata as its content is the very condition of the origin as I just said before.

Some people are probably wondering why Buddhism has taken these two mutually op-
posing activities as its foundation.    Why does Buddhism base its teaching upon these two activi-
ties.    The conclusion that Buddhism reached was that without recognizing these two mutually
opposing activities it just wasn’t possible to solve the problem of the very nature, the very way of
being the human world, or the animal world, or this material world itself.    It was necessary to
use these concepts in order to solve that problem.

When I came to this country I really understood clearly that this was country made of
people who really believe in their religion.    And in this country of religious believers people
tend to think that without their religion they just couldn’t continue to exist.    And this thing that
we call religion is the kind of teaching that won’t be religion unless we have the idea of God.
What about god?    Is it something which moves, or is it something which doesn’t move?    Every-
body I think will have to admit that since God gave birth to everything God has to be something
which moves.    God has to be something which does action.    You have to think that God is
never a fixated thing.

And it is Buddhism that says that once we have established that God does act, God does
move, that we can see clearly that it moves through the action of these two basic mutually oppos-
ing activities.

I think most of you have times when you look up to heaven and say, “God please save
me.”    Nowadays there are probably people who don’t think in those terms anymore, but even if
you think yourself that you would never pray to God that way, then your stomach starts hurting
and you find yourself praying, “Oh God please help me.”    And if you are thrown away by your
lover, then again you fall in to this praying to God, “Oh please help me.    Bring her back to me.”

If you are completely unified with your lover then you don’t have any complaints, but
when your lover escapes from you then you find your self separated.    But Buddhism says that
no matter what the condition is you are embraced (subject and object are embraced) by one sin-
gle God.    In this case when you are embraced by    one God the subject God, and the object God
have disappeared.    Even the absolute being according to Buddhism is never a fixated, unchang-
ing thing.    The activity of sometimes being one with your lover, and sometimes being separate
from your lover that is the very activity of god according to Buddhism. 
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When you are recognizing God, when    you are calling God “God,” that God that you can
recognize, that God that you can call God is the object God, according to Buddhism.    And the
person who is calling out, “God, God help me!”    That person is standing in the position of the
subject God, that is not the true God.

The human world is a world that is clearly divided in to male and female.    When you are
looking at the objective world, that is not the true world, that is just the objective god, not the
true God.    Whether it is man looking at woman or a woman looking at a man when they are
looking at each other in this objectified way that is not looking at the true God.    The true God
cannot be found either in the subject or the objective.    

There is no absolute being, there is no God outside of when subject and object, man and
woman come together and become absolutely one.    When they do come together that is zero.
That is true love.    When the true God when the God which is completely unified, we can say the
God of ONE divides itself in to two, in to subject and object then it is no longer the true God.
But, subject and object do this activity of unifying and facing one another over and over again,
and this very activity is the activity of true love, is the activity of God.    There is no true love,
there is no true God outside of this action.    

And when this activity gets fixated at once the fixated self also appears.    And this is the
self which says, “I’ve seen God,” or says, “I’ve lost God,” but why does this self appear in the
first place form the condition of the origin.    That’s what I was talking about before.

 And as I always have been telling you over and over again it is when subject and object,
it’s when husband and wife, when they separate that the self is born, the self receiving from both
mother and father is born.    This is the world of past, present, and future.    And the thing that is
doing the activity of the present is the self, is what we call existences.

Buddhism is the teaching that clearly teaches to manifest the wisdom which understands
the very way of being, the very nature of your self, and all existent things (and the world which
is the home of the self).    It is not really necessary for all of you to really try to learn such a diffi -
cult thing.    It is better just to take a nap. But without being able to manifest this kind of wisdom
then you can’t really become the kind of person who could unify a country.    Who can really take
responsibility for this social world of ours.    Finally if you can manifest the wisdom which un-
derstands this principle, then you are qualified to really govern a country.    If a true person of au-
thority were to appear, then simply by following that person there would be no mistake.    But it
seems like people are always striving to become the one in power, and so we have these elec-
tions, and somebody must be doing the mistaken activity as they battle each other out.    It’s actu-
ally better not to deal with these elections.    It seems like in America nowadays a lot of people
aren’t even interested in elections anymore and don’t participate.    But from now in to the future
America will have to develop more and more.

 So, we should say that you have manifest the wisdom that really understands that as you
appear here past and future are appearing simultaneously to your self.    And this self that appears
doing the activity of the whole body at once makes relationship with past and future.    Without
making relationship with mother and father the infant that has just been born can’t continue to
live (can’t eat).    The self must make relationship with mother and father.    The self must make
relationship with past and future.    

And when we look carefully in to how this making relationship is made we see that it is
made through these various kinds of opposing activities of let’s say joy or anger, or being over-
joyed or being sad, or being loving or being hateful.    All of you have gone through the experi-
ences as you grew up (making relationship with mother and father and) experiencing these feel-
ing of joy or anger, but what Rinzai is asking you is how do you manifest these feelings of joy or
anger or loving or hating. 

Everybody grew up making relationship with mother and father.    The father is the plus
activity, and the mother is the minus activity.    They are opposing one another.    They are clearly
in mutual opposition.      And here is the self.    When it tries to go in the direction of father it’s
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pulled by mother, and when it tries to go in the direction of mother it’s pulled by father.    What
can the self do?    In English you have this really good word “dilemma” and that is what the self
is in.      That kind of condition is the very condition that the self finds itself born in to.    So what
should you do?

Just as an example I often give this example of the very origin of birth.    And we can say
that tatha-gata and tatha-agata are playing at tug of war, and tatha-gata is to the east and tatha-
agata is to the west, and because they have equal strength, when they pull, right in the middle of
the rope first there’s smoke, and there’s fire, and then the rope breaks.     And when the rope
breaks this is when tatha-gata and tatha-agata, east and west, actually separate.    This condition
of separation is a new, unique condition which is different than these two activities simply facing
one another, or being in contrast to one another.    How we teach is to say that when this situation
called separation comes up, separation means that between tatha-gata and tatha-agata there has
been created space.    kukan 空間 , which is one Buddhist word for space.    Incomplete space.
This whole cosmos is the complete space, koku 虚空　 in Buddhism.    Because no self which
can see has appeared, that’s why we say that the universe is emptiness.    And this emptiness, this
absolute space is what we also call zero. But between tatha-gata and tatha-agata has appeared an
incomplete emptiness, and incomplete zero.    This incomplete activity of emptiness is what we
call kukan, space.    And what we call the present has this kukan as its body.    So now I hope that
you finally understand that existent things all  have as their  bodies space.      And this activity
called the present, this kukan, this space, has tatha-gata and tatha-agata activities, functions, as
its content.

And this is when you can clearly see that this thing that we call the self is embraced from
the outside by future and from the inside by past.    

This very difficult part in the text where he says, “Picking up a tricky device and making
a display of joy or anger,” means that one is making relationship with past and future, (and as
one makes relationship being either joyful or angry).    But we have to solve this condition of be-
ing pulled by these different feelings of happiness or suffering, or “Oh, I love that,” or “Oh, I
hate that, I’m disgusted by that.”      We have to solve this problem of being in this dilemma.
Where are we going to go?    Where are we going to end up?    In mother’s world or in father’s
world?    How are you going to solve it? 

You go to a nightclub, and a man and a woman are just dancing, and it’s wonderful.
When I watch the movies I have to think that in the old days the way they danced was really
much better than they way they dance now.    (Then) they didn’t have to think about anything,
and just (quietly)...Ahhh.    But modern dance is also good.    They just kind of go wild (Roshi’s
sound effects...), and (men and women both) completely forget about themselves.    So when you
are doing this kind of activity are you thinking, “I really need to make relationship with mother
and father.”    Or have you completely cut off all that kind of thinking.    Without fixating this
thing called the “I am” self you are dancing.    Although I’m not a dancer myself I lie watching.
And just by watching I can really really understand what’s good about dancing.    But if you fix-
ate your self you can’t dance.    It’s only by totally throwing your self away, that’s when you can
really dance.    When the dance is over, then what happens?    Then the man has returned to being
a man, and the woman has returned to being a woman, and they’re clearly opposing one another
again.    

The self which has been born here, when it makes relationship with mother and father, it
dissolves itself, and the activity of dissolving itself is just like dancing.    It dances with mother
and dances with father, and through this dancing and dissolving of itself it catches for itself the
standpoint of mother and father, and then there is no self, there is no child, it’s simply mother and
father acting without will, without desire, (without a need to assert the self).

When the dance is over then the man looks at the woman and says, “The woman’s world
is my world too,” and the woman looks at the man and says, “The man’s world is my self.”    

But when you are thirteen or fourteen years old, and you’ve been raised up to be pure,
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then you don’t like dancing.    You very definitely are attached to and fixating your self and you
say, “Yuck, I can’t dance with a boy!”    But when that kind of person ends up thirty five or forty
years old then they think, “I wish I had had children.”

What I’m saying is that you have to have this wisdom that knows that after one is born
one must dissolve one’s self, and this dissolution of the self is just like dancing.    There is no
logic to it.    There’s no meaning to it. (The true nature of this world is when man and woman are
simply facing each other without any reason or meaning behind it. )          
どうしても、このお父さんとお母さんと関係を結んだ場合に IAMという自己を解消す
るという danceでよくわかるように、解消して、理屈なしに男と女とが相対立して居る
世界はこの世界の本当の状態であるという智慧をいなければならんのだ
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